Double A Catch Basin

For use with P.C.C. curb type 1

For use with P.C.C. curb type 2

NOTE: Reinforcing steel is to be included in unit price bid for double A catch basin.

W beam and angle iron are to be included in unit price bid for double A catch basin.

Use standard catch basin frames & grates. See standard sheet D-18 for dimensions. Cost of 9'-0" of curb is to be included in unit price bid for double A catch basin.

Catch basin frame and grate may be depressed 1/4" below position shown when directed.

Steps and to be placed in all catch basins and manholes over 4' deep. See standard sheet D-4. Cost of steps to be included in cost of catch basin. Catch basin may be recessed. Contractor shall submit shop drawings for a catch basin of operation date.

Pallet brick or block masonry with 1/2" of portland cement mortar.
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Notes:

- Reinforcing steel is to be included in unit price bid for double A catch basin.
- W beam and angle iron are to be included in unit price bid for double A catch basin.
- Use standard catch basin frames & grates. See standard sheet D-18 for dimensions. Cost of 9'-0" of curb is to be included in unit price bid for double A catch basin.
- Catch basin frame and grate may be depressed 1/4" below position shown when directed.
- Steps and to be placed in all catch basins and manholes over 4' deep. See standard sheet D-4. Cost of steps to be included in cost of catch basin. Catch basin may be recessed. Contractor shall submit shop drawings for a catch basin of operation date.
- Pallet brick or block masonry with 1/2" of portland cement mortar.